HOW-TO: CONNECTING YOUR PATCH SYSTEM TO THE LIAISON MATRIX ROUTER
PATCH & LIAISON SETUP DIAGRAM
MIXING & MASTERING SETUP

PHYSICAL HARDWARE SETUP DIAGRAM

- (1) STEREO HARDWARE PIECES
- (2) PATCH INPUTS FROM (3) INTERFACE OUTPUTS
- (2) PATCH OUTPUTS TO (3) INTERFACE INPUTS
- USB HOST CONNECTION
- MONITOR CONTROLLER
- MASTERING CONVERTER #1
- LIAISON MATRIX ROUTER
- (6) STEREO HARDWARE PIECES
- CONNECTED & ROUTED DIRECTLY FROM THE LIAISON MATRIX ROUTER

SCROLL DOWN TO SEE HOW TO ROUTE THE LIAISON MATRIX ROUTER WHEN USING THE PATCH APP.
HOW-TO: SETUP THE LIAISON MATRIX ROUTER IN PATCH APP THE HARDWARE SETUP MENU

Green Borders represent Stereo Paired Combinations
MIXING & MASTERING SETUP

ANALOG HARDWARE CONNECTED DIRECTLY TO THE LIAISON MATRIX ROUTER

ANALOG ROUTING SIGNAL CHAIN

ANALOG HARDWARE CONNECTED TO THE LIAISON MATRIX ROUTER. THIS ANALOG GEAR IS ROUTED VIA THE LIAISON MATRIX ROUTER'S PUSH BUTTON INTERFACE

ROUTING A SIGNAL CHAIN USING THE LIAISON MATRIX ROUTER WITH PATCH
Routing a Multing Signal Chain using the Liaison Matrix Router with Patch

**Left Channel with Mult**

- **Left Signal Path #1**
- **Left Signal Path #2**

**Right Channel with Mult**

- **Right Signal Path #3**
- **Right Signal Path #4**

Diagram showing the patch and liaison setup.